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For music dealers and all other wholesale customers, please call (800) 292-6122, fax (800) 632-1928, or e-mail sales@alfred.com to order. 
International music dealers can order by phone (818) 891-5999 or by fax (818) 893-5560. All music dealers and wholesale customers can 

visit alfred.com/dealer for availability, current sales specials, order tracking, invoice history, and more.

BASIX

Basix Electronic Keyboard Method
By Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and 
Amanda Vick Lethco
Designed for use with any electronic keyboard with 44 or 
more keys and automatic chord and rhythm effects, this book 
goes beyond teaching how to use these features and covers 
how to read music in treble and bass clefs, form chords and 
much more, with plenty of songs to play.

Book & CD ............................. $10.95 00-16753____
        UPC: 038081134512    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-702-3

GERMAN LANGUAGE EDITION
Book & CD ............................... $9.95 00-16753G____
        UPC: 038081159041

SPANISH LANGUAGE EDITION
Book & CD ............................. $18.95 00-17889____
        UPC: 038081167244

Willard A. Palmer; Morton Manus; Amanda Vick Lethco

Basix Keyboard Classical Favorites
Contains 47 well-known pieces for piano by J.S. Bach, 
Beethoven, Chopin, and Mozart, with bioghraphical 
information about each composer. Outstanding recordings of 
each piece are provided on two CDs.

Book & 2 CDs........................ $19.95 00-25797____
        UPC: 038081279510    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4173-4

Basix Keyboard Classics: Beethoven 
Music by Ludwig van Beethoven
This wonderful collection contains 9 well-known pieces 
plus biographical information. Music includes “Fur Elise,” 
“Moonlight Sonata” first movement, “Sonata Pathetique” 
second movement, the “Turkish March” from Ruins of Athens,
two Ecossaise and much more. A beautiful performance of 
each piece is included on the enclosed 
  CD.Book & CD......................... $9.95 00-19473____
        UPC: 038081190471    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1722-7
Ludwig van Beethoven

Basix Keyboard Classics: Chopin 
Music by Frédéric Chopin
Contains 14 well-known pieces for piano, including waltzes, 
preludes, and mazurkas, plus interesting biographical 
information. The CD features a beautiful performance of 
every piece.

Book & CD ............................... $9.95 00-18445____
        UPC: 038081169743    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-985-0

Frédéric Chopin

Basix Keyboard Classics: J. S Bach
Music by Johann Sebastian Bach
Contains 17 well-known pieces for piano, including selections 
from the Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach and the Well-
Tempered Clavier, plus interesting biographical information. 
A beautiful performance of each piece is included on the 
enclosed CD.

Book & CD ............................... $9.95 00-19476____
        UPC: 038081190488    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1723-4

Johann Sebastian Bach

Basix Keyboard Classics: Mozart 
Music by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
This wonderful collection contains 7 well-known pieces plus 
interesting biographical information on the colorful and 
prolific life of Mozart. Includes Sonata in C Major 1st Mvmt., 
Theme from Concerto No. 21, “Rondo alla Turca,” and more. 
Each piece is performed beautifully on CD.

Book & CD ............................... $9.95 00-19470____
        UPC: 038081190464    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1721-0

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

MAX

Alfred’s MAX Blues Keyboard
By Bill Cunliffe
A unique beginning keyboard method that teaches in 
blues style, from one of the world’s most highly esteemed 
performers of blues and jazz, Bill Cunliffe. The DVD provides 
every example in the book performed by the author.

Book & DVD .......................... $14.95 00-21974____
        UPC: 038081205885    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3179-7

Bill Cunliffe

Alfred’s MAX Keyboard
By Kate Westin, Amy Rosser, 
and Nathaniel Gunod
Book 1 starts with basics like how to sit at the keyboard, 
read music, and play chords. Book 2 topics include more
advanced rhythms, scales, chord inversions, minor keys, and 
much more.  The complete edition contains everything from 
books 1 & 2, plus a handy reference library of scales and 
chords in each key. The DVD provides every example in the 
book performed by a live keyboard player.
BOOK 1

Book & DVD .......................... $14.95 00-22662____
        UPC: 038081228181    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3470-5

BOOK 2
Book & DVD .......................... $14.95 00-25466____
        UPC: 038081272887    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4040-9

COMPLETE
Book & DVD w/ Case ..........$24.95 00-25790____
        UPC: 038081279497    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4171-0
Book & DVD w/ Sleeve .......$24.95 00-25817____
        UPC: 038081280318    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4209-0

Kate Westin; Amy Rosser; Nathaniel Gunod

TEACH YOURSELF TO PLAY
Alfred’s Teach Yourself to 
Improvise at the Keyboard
By Bert Konowitz
Teach yourself to improvise at the electronic keyboard or 
acoustic piano in this easy-to-use book. Each new concept is 
presented in logical, progressive fashion and is followed by 
reinforcement exercises and fun songs to improvise to.  You’ll 
want to jam every day!

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-16631____
        UPC: 038081147239    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2017-3
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-16608____
        UPC: 038081137834    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2007-4
CD.............................................. $9.95 00-16672____
        UPC: 038081147246    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2652-6

Bert Konowitz

Alfred’s Teach Yourself to 
Play Electronic Keyboard
By Morton Manus, Willard A. Palmer, 
and Thomas Palmer
Everything you need to know to get started playing electronic 
keyboard now!  Melody, harmony and rhythm are explained 
in an easy-to-understand, step-by-step system. Explains how 
to use chord symbols to play from pop sheet music, fake 
books and lead sheets. You’ll learn about the “Circle of 5ths” 
and improvising techniques.

Book .........................................$11.95 00-2120____
        UPC: 038081022338    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-680-4

Morton Manus; Willard A. Palmer; Thomas Palmer
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NEW

Alfred’s Teach Yourself to 
Play Like a Pro at the Keyboard
By Bert Konowitz
Teach Yourself to Play Like a Pro at the Keyboard provides 
the basic skills and knowledge that will transform your playing 
so that you will sound like a professional.  Each lesson begins 
with a basic idea offering easy practice techniques that can 
be applied to a performance piece. Within the same lesson, 
you are then offered an increasingly challenging expansion of 
the basic skills just learned, always followed by a longer and 
full-sounding composition.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-17875____
        UPC: 038081166933    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-953-9
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-17874____
        UPC: 038081166926    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-952-2
CD.............................................. $9.95 00-17876____
        UPC: 038081166940    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2654-0

Bert Konowitz

Alfred’s Teach Yourself to Play Piano
By Morton Manus, Willard A. Palmer, 
and Thomas Palmer
Teach yourself to play the piano and progress at your own 
pace! Covers the basic fundamentals of piano playing 
in a concise and logical fashion. Its appealing music will 
encourage you to play every day. Features: rhythms made 
simple; how to form the most important chords;  finger 
aerobics help to make playing easier; techniques of playing 
with feeling and expression; step-by-step approach to 
learning the entire keyboard;  letter-notes provide and easy 
introduction to reading music.  The Enhanced CD contains 
great audio accompaniments you can play on your stereo 
and doubles as an interactive and fun multimedia learning 
tool that works on any Windows-compatible PC. The song 
player shows you exactly how each song should be played, 
lets you customize the audio levels, adjust playback tempo, 
and even record your own performance! CD-ROM is for 
Windows & Macintosh.

Book & Enhanced CD.......... $19.95 00-11763____
        UPC: 038081124612    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-674-3
Book ........................................ $12.95 00-6184____
        UPC: 038081000039    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-670-5
Enhanced CD .......................... $9.95 00-11764____
        UPC: 038081124629    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-672-9
Disklavier Disk........................$31.95 08-1924____
        UPC: 038081110462
CD-ROM Deluxe Edition.....$29.95 00-21932____
        UPC: 038081205137    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3013-4
CD-ROM Boxed Edition...... $19.95 00-17147____
        UPC: 038081169767    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0712-9
CD-ROM Jewel Case ............. $9.95 00-19386____
        UPC: 038081204765    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2973-2

Morton Manus; Willard A. Palmer; Thomas Palmer

ULTIMATE BEGINNER SERIES
Ultimate Beginner Series: 
Keyboard Basics, Steps One & Two
By Debbie Cavalier and Larry Steelman
This book & CD package is designed to help aspiring 
musicians take the first step toward experiencing the fun of 
playing music, and is packed full of tips, lessons, and practical 
knowledge. Learn how to play chords and arpeggios, play 
major and minor scales, play melodies by ear, improvise, play 
the blues and more.

Steps One & Two 
    Book & CD .......................... $9.9500-UBSBK200CD ___
        UPC: 029156212518    ISBN-13: 978-1-57623-429-7
Steps One & Two 
    DVD.................................... $19.95 00-902599____
        UPC: 654979025993    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-8167-8
MegaPak:
    Book, CD, & DVD ............$24.95 00-DVD3000____
        UPC: 654979029670    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-9083-0

Debbie Cavalier; Larry Steelman

Ultimate Beginner Xpress: 
An Introduction to Musical Styles 
for Keyboard
Teaches the elements of a basic song in each style so you 
can apply them to your playing and learn hundreds of songs 
just like it.

DVD........................................... $9.95 00-999046____
        UPC: 654979990468    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-0118-8

General Instruction
CHICK COREA

Electric Workshop
By Chick Corea
Chick was one of the first players to incorporate synthesizers 
into his compositions. Here he goes into detail on how 
he creates sounds on his synths and how he layers them 
to create new textures. He is also shown writing a new 
composition which is then developed and performed.

DVD.........................................$39.95 00-904913____
        UPC: 654979049135    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-0623-7

Chick Corea

Keyboard Workshop
By Chick Corea
One of the most influential keyboard players and composers 
in the history of jazz, Chick Corea provides insights into 
practicing, composing and improvising. Featured is a brand-
new piece composed, developed, and performed by a trio 
including John Patitucci, and Tom Brechtlein.

DVD.........................................$39.95 00-904912____
        UPC: 654979049128    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-0622-0

Chick Corea

JERRY LEE LEWIS
Killer Piano
By Jerry Lee Lewis
On the heels of his landmark recording Last Man Standing,
Jerry Lee Lewis talks about his 50-year recording career, and, 
for the first time, demonstrates the piano style that defined 
rock and roll for all time. Special features: DVD-ROM with 
the complete video formatted for your computer or i-Pod 
• printable PDF files of music examples from the video • 
interview with Cecil Harrelson, Jerry’s life-long friend and 
business manager • interview with Roland Janes, original 
Sun session guitarist and engineer • Linda Gail Lewis 
demonstrates Jerry’s “Rock and Roll Invention.” Songs: Down 
the Line • Drinkin’ Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee • Great Balls of 
Fire • Mexicalli Rose • No One Will Ever Know • Over the 
Rainbow • Touchin’ Home • Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On • 
You Belong to Me • You Win Again.

DVD.........................................$29.95 00-27512____
        UPC: 038081292953    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4503-9

Jerry Lee Lewis

MORE GENERAL INSTRUCTION
30-Day Keyboard Workout
By Tom Brislin
Start off your daily practice routine right with this fun 
collection of new and classic keyboard exercises. This versatile 
book includes warm-ups, chord exercises, single-note 
exercises, scales and more. Builds the strength and dexterity 
necessary for playing piano, organ, or any other keyboard 
instrument.

Book ........................................ $12.95 00-18511____
        UPC: 038081176680    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0230-8

Tom Brislin
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Alfred’s Basic 
Electronic Keyboard Course
By Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and 
Amanda Vick Lethco
An electronic keyboard course that follows the solid teaching 
program outlined in Alfred’s Basic Adult Piano Course,
designed for the limited range of the electronic keyboard.  
Contains instructions for playing both single-finger chords 
and fingered chords for the left hand. 

Book ........................................ $10.95 00-2238____
        UPC: 038081014135    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0790-7

Willard A. Palmer; Morton Manus; Amanda Vick Lethco

Alfred’s Music Tech Series:
Playing Keyboard
By Tom Rudolph, Lee Whitmore, Stefani Langol, 
and Floyd Richmond
Playing Keyboard is specifically designed for use in a 
keyboard lab setting, integrating a variety of performance 
activities to enhance the learning process and including 
challenging activities for students who have more advanced 
playing experience. The method has been designed and 
field tested over the past ten years by Dr. Tom Rudolph with 
students at both middle school and high school levels.

Book 1 & CD.......................... $16.95          00-25564____
           UPC: 038081274881   ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4074-4

Beginning Piano for Adults
By Karl Mueller
Enjoy learning to play with this friendly, step-by-step 
method—the grown-up approach to playing piano.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 07-1080____
        UPC: 630746710804    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-64-4
Book .......................................... $9.95 07-1079____
        UPC: 630746710798    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-63-7
CD............................................ $10.95 07-1081____
        UPC: 630746710811    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-65-1

Karl Mueller

The Complete Idiot’s Guide
to Learning Piano
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Learning Piano is perfect for 
all beginners with no prior training, or as a refresher for those 
who played before!  CD-ROM users will learn how to form 
the most important chords and scales, finger aerobics to 
make playing easier, and the art of playing with feeling and 
expression.  All lessons are in full-motion video with high-
quality digital audio sound

CD-ROM..............................$29.95 00-28979____
        UPC: 038081315133    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4953-2

The Complete Idiot’s Guide
to Playing Piano
By Brad Hill
The third edition of this best-selling book now includes a 
CD with all the music from the book, making it easy to listen 
and learn! Written for beginning pianists, this book covers 
everything from reading music and learning chords to buying 
an instrument. Topics covered include posture, positioning, 
fingering, notations, and drills. This new edition also features 
an introduction to music notation, a section about using the 
pedals, and major and minor scales.

Book & CD ..............................$21.95 74-1592575641____
        UPC: 021898575647    ISBN-13: 978-1-59257-564-0

Brad Hill

Creative Keyboard Sounds
By Artie Butler
Comprehensive examples of American pop music that are a 
must for professionals and students. Covers all pop styles and 
studies them from their roots to modern times. Written by 
the highly successful film composer, Artie Butler.

Book .......................................... $6.95 00-3329____
        UPC: 038081042596

Artie Butler

George Duke, Volumes I and II
By George Duke
Two George Duke programs, Keyboard/Vocal 
Accompaniment and Keyboard Improvisation, on one 
DVD. On Keyboard/Vocal Accompaniment, George shares 
the benefit of his vast experience with artists like Quincy 
Jones, Anita Baker, and Michael Jackson. He discusses chord 
construction, voice leading, phrasing, and more. Keyboard 
Improvisation offers George in a relaxed seminar setting 
covering left-hand comping and phrasing, chord voicing and 
substitutions, and the compositional basis for improvisation.

DVD.........................................$24.95 00-908075____
        UPC: 654979083443    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-2417-0

George Duke

Keyboard for the Absolute Beginner
By Michael Rodman
The easiest way to get from point A to G#. The music lover 
who has never sat down at a keyboard will be playing easy 
songs immediately, learning notes, rhythm, time signatures, 
key signatures, fingerings and more. Michael Rodman’s 
humorous, encouraging style will motivate even the most 
casual hobbyist to learn.

Book & DVD ..........................$23.95 00-22617____
        UPC: 038081226477    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3393-7
Book & CD .............................. $17.50 00-20432____
        UPC: 038081196220    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2463-8
Book ...........................................$7.50 00-20431____
        UPC: 038081196213    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2462-1
DVD......................................... $19.95 00-22616____
        UPC: 038081226460    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3392-0

Michael Rodman

Keyboard Made Easy
A great alternative to traditional piano methods, this book 
prepares students to learn the style of popular music they 
enjoy, such as pop, jazz or blues.  Covers several different 
ways to accompany melodies using familiar, beautiful tunes.

Book & CD .............................. $17.45 07-1031____
        UPC: 630746710316    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-30-9
Book ...........................................$7.50 07-1029____
        UPC: 630746710293    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-28-6
CD............................................ $10.00 07-1030____
        UPC: 630746710309    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-29-3

Learn to Play Keyboard
Step-by-step interactive lessons show exactly how to play 
each song, let you change the speed of the music, mix 
accompaniment parts, and record yourself performing. Learn 
to read music and play with proper technique in the style of 
music you love. For Windows/Macintosh. Ages 8 to adult.

CD-ROM Jewel Case ............. $9.95 00-22607____
        UPC: 038081226040    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3347-0

Piano in the Rhythm Section
By Tom Ranier
Part of the Contemporary Rhythm Section series. This book 
and CD focuses on the piano as it relates to the rest of the 
rhythm section. Beginning with setups, various scenarios are 
discussed and represented in diagram form. Various styles 
of music are studied along with the piano techniques and 
approaches that apply to each style. Soloing, improvisation, 
chart reading and ear training are also covered in great detail.

Book & CD .............................$24.95 00-0051B____
        UPC: 029156617108    ISBN-13: 978-1-57623-994-0

Tom Ranier
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NEW

Portraits
By Noah Baerman
The Portraits series fills one of the longtime gaps in student-
level piano repertoire by presenting colorful, fun-to-play 
pieces in jazz, blues, rock, and other popular styles. The 
Portraits series is designed to complement all popular piano 
methods, including adult methods.
BOOK 1

Book & CD .............................. $17.95 07-1045____
        UPC: 630746710453    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-44-6
Book ...........................................$7.95 07-1044____
        UPC: 630746710446    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-43-9

BOOK 2
Book & CD .............................. $17.95 07-1047____
        UPC: 630746710477    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-46-0
Book ...........................................$7.95 07-1046____
        UPC: 630746710460    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-45-3

BOOK 3
Book & CD .............................. $17.95 07-1049____
        UPC: 630746710491    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-48-4
Book ...........................................$7.95 07-1048____
        UPC: 630746710484    ISBN-13: 978-1-929395-47-7

Noah Baerman

Reading Lead Sheets for Keyboard
By Jon Dryden
All keyboard players, hobbyists and pros alike, can have 
instant access to the music they want to play if they can 
read lead sheets. This comprehensive manual teaches 
everything you need to know to become proficient at 
interpreting this common form of writing songs. You’ll learn 
what the symbols in lead sheets mean and what to do 
when you see them. This includes the theoretical, technical, 
rhythmic and improvisational concepts you need to know 
to create accompaniments on the spot. A must have for any 
contemporary keyboardist.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-19423____
        UPC: 038081184562    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1121-8
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-19422____
        UPC: 038081184548    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1120-1
CD............................................ $10.00 00-19424____
        UPC: 038081184579    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1122-5

Jon Dryden

Sports Scores: Baseball for Keyboards
With Ray Castoldi
Join Ray Castoldi and learn the time-honored tradition of 
music in the ballpark. Pick up that keyboard and work the 
fans into a frenzy with famous baseball themes such as “The 
Star-Spangled Banner,” “Take Me Out to the Ballgame,” and 
“The Hallelujah Chorus.”

DVD......................................... $16.95 00-906525____
        UPC: 654979086703    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-1492-8

Ray Castoldi

Sports Scores: 
Rock the Arena for Keyboards
With Ray Castoldi
Ray Castoldi has been rocking arenas for years and gives 
you practical knowledge on how to effectively entertain the 
crowd. He covers all of the most popular sporting themes 
you hear at hockey and basketball games along with the 
history behind each song. With two hours of instruction, 
another hour of special features, and an extremely easy-to-
use DVD interface, this DVD is all you need to become a 
flawless sporting musician!

DVD......................................... $16.95 00-906529____
        UPC: 654979065296    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-1495-9

Ray Castoldi

Ultimate Beginner Series Jr.: 
Learn Basic Keyboards
Covers the difference between keyboard and piano, how to 
sit at the keyboard, correct playing technique, the meaning 
of melody, harmony, and rhythm, how to find the beat, 
beginning notes, beginning chords, musical terms and 
symbols, practicing techniques, and much more.

DVD......................................... $16.95 00-905666____
        UPC: 654979056669    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-1116-3

Ultimate Play-Along Keyboard Trax: 
Billy Cobham Conundrum
Billy Cobham
This play-along package features six classic selections from 
Spectrum, an album portraying Billy Cobham’s timeless 
blend of deep funk and hard rock grooves that pack as much 
improvisation as they do power. Guided by performance 
notes throughout, the musician/student can play along, in 
essence filling in for any key member of the London Jazz 
Orchestra, with whom this project was recorded. Titles: 
Torpedo Flow • Stratus • Red Baron • On the Move • 
Conundrum • Eleuthera Parts 1, 2, and 3.

Book & 2 CDs........................ $19.95 00-0455B____
        UPC: 654979045816    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-9782-2

Billy Cobham

The Versatile Keyboardist
By Noah Baerman
The complete course in a variety of music styles, The Versatile 
Keyboardist features a wide range of techniques and styles 
for keyboardists who know the significance of being well-
rounded, adaptable, and open-minded.  The book introduces 
the essentials of many styles, with examples based on actual 
songs.   A CD demonstrating the examples in the book is 
included.

Book & CD........................... $19.95 00-30280____
        UPC: 038081329222    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5276-1

Noah Baerman

Instruction by Style
BLUES

Alfred’s Teach Yourself 
to Play Blues at the Keyboard
By Bert Konowitz
Teach Yourself to Play Blues at the Keyboard will have you 
playing the authentic sounds of the blues right from the 
beginning.  It can be used with acoustic piano or electronic 
keyboard and teaches basic techniques and blues scales.

Book & CD ............................. $16.95 00-16885____
        UPC: 038081141770    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0015-1

Bert Konowitz

Blues & Jazz Complete
By Bert Konowitz
Save lots of time searching for ways to play Blues and Jazz.  
All you need to know to begin playing these great styles is 
carefully organized here by master teacher and performer 
Bert Konowitz.  Learn to play blues scales, chord voicing, 
progressions, left-hand accompaniments and improv 
techniques.  Unlock the basics of Latin, Rock, Bebop, Pop 
Ballads and Fusion styles. Start playing Blues and Jazz now!

Book & 2 CDs........................$39.95 00-18429____
        UPC: 038081168913    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-960-7
Book ........................................ $19.95 00-17878____
        UPC: 038081166964    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0000-7
2 CDs ......................................$20.00 00-18430____
        UPC: 038081168920    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2515-4

Bert Konowitz

Instruction by Style
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Complete Blues Keyboard Method: 
Beginning Blues Keyboard
By Tricia Woods
Even with 88 keys, you could still use some help getting into 
new territory. You’ve got basic keyboard skills, now become 
a master of blues, jazz or rock with these best-selling courses 
from Alfred and the National Keyboard Workshop. Each 96-
page book comes with a CD for listening and playing along.

Book & DVD ..........................$25.95 00-22621____
        UPC: 038081226514    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3397-5
Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-18415____
        UPC: 038081168777    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-938-6
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-18414____
        UPC: 038081168760    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-937-9
DVD......................................... $19.95 00-22620____
        UPC: 038081226507    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3396-8
CD............................................ $10.00 00-18416____
        UPC: 038081168784    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2518-5

Tricia Woods

Complete Blues Keyboard Method: 
Intermediate Blues Keyboard
By Tricia Woods
This book is great for keyboardists who have learned the 
basics of blues improvisation and composing. Beginning with 
a review of concepts and skills covered in Beginning Blues 
Keyboard, this book explores topics such as chord extensions, 
blues techniques, building basslines, playing in the key, ii-V 
substitutions and slow blues.  Blues forms such as the 12-bar 
blues and the 8-bar blues are explored. Packed with sample 
licks and songs, this book is essential for any keyboardist 
serious about learning the blues.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-18418____
        UPC: 038081168807    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-940-9

Tricia Woods

Complete Blues Keyboard Method: 
Mastering Blues Keyboard
By Merrill Clark
The conclusion to this power-packed blues method begins 
with a review of concepts of improvisation and harmony.  
Techniques such as tremolos, octaves, grace notes and two-
handed chords will be introduced.  Various styles such as 
Chicago blues, New Orleans R&B and jazz blues are covered. 
This book lays the foundation for a lifetime of exploration 
and enjoyment playing the blues by including many other 
topics such as chromaticism, motivic development, melodic 
expansion, groove and articulation.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-18421____
        UPC: 038081168838    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-942-3
Book ........................................ $10.95 00-18420____
        UPC: 038081168821    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-941-6
CD............................................ $10.00 00-18422____
        UPC: 038081168845    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2525-3

Merrill Clark

Easy Soloing for Blues Keyboard
By Tricia Woods
Learn easy methods to approach soloing with confidence!
Utilize practical guidelines to create spontaneous music that 
sounds great and comes from the heart.  This is an excellent 
book for experienced musicians who are new to improvising, 
beginning players with a love for the blues, or busy people 
looking for a quick, low-stress introduction to soloing.  A 
CD demonstrating all the examples featured in the book is 
included.

Book & CD ............................. $16.95 00-28252____
        UPC: 038081308166    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4808-5

Tricia Woods

Easy Soloing for Jazz Keyboard
By Tricia Woods
Alfred and the National Guitar Workshop offer the key to the 
art of good improvisation.  An essential element of playing 
jazz, improvising solos that are creative and well put together 
can be very intimidating.  Easy Soloing for Jazz Keyboard
proves that improv can be fun!  Learn basic tools for making 
great, authentic-sounding jazz solos, like embellishing a 
tune’s melody or chords.  Plus, the included CD demonstrates 
all the examples in the book.

Book & CD........................... $16.95 00-30260____
        UPC: 038081329192    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5273-0

Tricia Woods

Intro to Blues Keyboard
By Vinnie Martucci
For the keyboard player with basic skills and note-reading 
ability who wants to dive into the style of music they love.  
Includes examples in the styles of the masters, improvising, 
soloing tips and more.  The great sounding play-along CD will 
develop skills quickly and get players jamming with a band 
right away.

Book & CD .............................. $17.45 00-14842____
        UPC: 038081139050    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2570-3
Book ...........................................$7.50 00-14841____
        UPC: 038081139043    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2569-7
CD.............................................. $9.95 00-14843____
        UPC: 038081139067    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2571-0

Vinnie Martucci

Learn from the Legends:
Blues Keyboard
By Karen Ann Krieger
Fulfill your dreams and play like a legend! You can stop 
simply dreaming about playing like a star and learn to play 
like one of the greats. Now you can learn from legendary 
performers who describe, in their own words, the early years 
of their paths to stardom. Licks in the style of each performer 
are included to help you make your dream a reality. These 
books are great tools for any keyboard player whether 
performing on a piano, synthesizer or organ.  A play-along 
CD is available with all the licks recorded by a live band.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-19390____
        UPC: 038081182834    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0961-1
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-19389____
        UPC: 038081182827    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0953-6
CD............................................ $10.00 00-19391____
        UPC: 038081182841    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0962-8

Karen Ann Krieger

Listen and Play Blues Keyboard 
By Bert Konowitz
This unique book and CD will give you the tools you need 
to transform the music that you read into the way it should 
sound when played. Written music offers the notes, but it 
may not completely tell you how to perform them. Playing 
the blues in an authentic manner requires specific techniques 
that are difficult to notate. However, it can be achieved by 
combining note reading along with listening to a recording 
of how it is supposed to sound. Once and for all, the Listen 
& Play approach puts an end the often-heard lament, “I’m 
reading it correctly, but why doesn’t it sound like the blues?”
The CD includes performances of all the examples and 
tunes—--some of the music is played at a slower practice 
tempo to make learning easier.

Book & CD .............................. $17.50 00-19467____
        UPC: 038081190273    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1669-5

Bert Konowitz
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Nothing but the Blues
By Bert Konowitz
This is a complete approach to playing traditional and 
contemporary blues. Techniques are given for practicing and 
creating the blues sound including blues scales, blue notes, 
blues progressions, walking and boogie bass lines. Learn 
how to voice and play contemporary blues chords. Be able to 
perform full arrangements of standards in a blues set. With 
the recording, you will be able to play with a great sounding 
live blues band.

Book & CD ..............................$21.95 00-19354____
        UPC: 038081178134    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0700-6
Book .........................................$11.95 00-14484____
        UPC: 038081182421    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0871-3
CD............................................ $10.00 00-14485____
        UPC: 038081182438    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0872-0

Bert Konowitz

Ultimate Beginner Series: Blues 
Keyboard Basics, Steps One & Two
By Debbie Cavalier and Henry Brewer
Take the first step towards experiencing the fun of playing 
blues keyboards. This book & CD will guide you through 
everything you need to know to begin playing blues 
keyboards. Lessons include the 12-bar progression, shuffle 
patterns, triplet feels, inversions, turnarounds, blues endings, 
the blues scale, blues licks, basic soloing technique and more. 
Also includes complete play-along tracks on CD.

Steps One & Two 
Book & CD ............................. $12.9500-UBSBK202CD ___
        UPC: 029156274882    ISBN-13: 978-1-57623-689-5
Steps One & Two 
DVD......................................... $19.99 00-905011____
        UPC: 654979050117    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-0815-6
Mega Pack: 
Book, CD, & DVD .................$24.95 00-DVD3002____
        UPC: 654979058755    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-1216-0

JAZZ
Alfred’s Teach Yourself 
to Play Jazz at the Keyboard 
By Bert Konowitz
Teach Yourself to Play Jazz at the Keyboard will have you 
playing the authentic sounds of jazz right from the beginning. 
By following the step-by-step set of instructions, you will learn 
all about jazz and blues scales. As you progress, you will be 
performing proper jazz accents and riffs with the right hand, 
and jazz chords and progressions, walking bass, boogie and 
Latin-inspired patterns with the left.

Book & CD ............................. $18.95 00-17237____
        UPC: 038081149967    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0019-9

Bert Konowitz

Big Book of Jazz Piano Improvisation 
By Noah Baerman
Vital concepts and topics of jazz piano improvisation are 
thoroughly presented in this outstanding book & CD by 
master performer and educator, Noah Baerman. Organized 
into three main categories—-scales, modes and other source 
material; practical application; and conceptual issues—-
Baerman’s approach develops the skills you need to channel 
your improvisational impulses into amazing solos. Complex 
subjects such as patterns, rhythmic variety, melodic contour, 
guide tones, locked hands and rhythmic displacement 
are easy and enjoyable to learn. No jazz pianist’s library is 
complete without the Big Book of Jazz Piano Improvisation.
144 pages.

Book & CD .............................$24.95 00-21965____
        UPC: 038081205861    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3171-1

Noah Baerman

Complete Jazz Keyboard Method: 
Beginning Jazz Keyboard
By Noah Baerman
Anyone with basic keyboard skills (equivalent to Alfred’s Basic 
Piano, Lesson Book 2) can dig right in and begin learning 
jazz right away.  Spanning from the major scale and basic 
triad theory all the way through 7th chords, pentatonic scales 
and modulating chord progressions, this book features a full 
etude or tune demonstrating every new concept introduced.  
Beginning Jazz Keyboard breaks the age-old tradition of 
dry, intimidating and confusing jazz books, and provides an 
actual step-by-step and enjoyable method for learning to play 
in this style.  The DVD demonstrates examples and offers 
opportunity to play along.

Book & DVD ..........................$25.95 00-22619____
        UPC: 038081226491    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3395-1
Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-17855____
        UPC: 038081159621    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-910-2
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-17854____
        UPC: 038081159614    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-909-6
DVD......................................... $19.95 00-22618____
        UPC: 038081226484    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3394-4
CD............................................ $10.95 00-17856____
        UPC: 038081159638    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2578-9

Noah Baerman

Complete Jazz Keyboard Method: 
Intermediate Jazz Keyboard
By Noah Baerman
This book is great for keyboardists who have learned the 
basics of jazz harmony and improvisation.  Topics include 
a brief review of concepts and skills from Beginning Jazz 
Keyboard, and continue with the modes of the major scale, 
chord extensions, making the changes, using chromatic tones 
and guide tones, chord substitution, “rhythm changes,” the 
blues, altered dominant chords and more.  The CD includes 
examples and opportunities to play along.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-17858____
        UPC: 038081159669    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-912-6
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-17857____
        UPC: 038081159652    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-911-9
CD............................................ $10.95 00-17859____
        UPC: 038081159676    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2586-4

Noah Baerman

Complete Jazz Keyboard Method: 
Mastering Jazz Keyboard
By Noah Baerman
The conclusion to this jazz method starts with a review of 
concepts from Intermediate Jazz Keyboard and quickly moves 
on to more advanced concepts of chord voicings, modal 
soloing, substitution, reharmonization, modes of the minor 
scales, diminished and whole-tone scales, walking bass, 
stride piano technique, non-diatonic progressions and much 
more.  The perfect launching pad for a lifetime of discovery 
and joy of playing music, this is an essential vehicle for any 
keyboardist’s journey into jazz.  The CD includes examples 
and opportunities to play along.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-17861____
        UPC: 038081159706    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-914-0
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-17860____
        UPC: 038081159690    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-913-3
CD............................................ $10.95 00-17862____
        UPC: 038081159713    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2592-5

Noah Baerman
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Jazz Inventions for Keyboard
By Bill Cunliffe
Pianists all know the benefits of playing the “Two-Part 
Inventions” of J.S. Bach. Now, world-respected jazz 
pianist and composer Bill Cunliffe has written his own 
“inventions” that will benefit every player’s understanding 
and performance of jazz—great-sounding etudes that explore 
the specific harmonic, melodic, and technical challenges 
faced by jazz keyboardists. Includes the ii-V and ii-V-I 
progressions, outlining changes, chord-tone ornamentation, 
playing in octaves, tonic patterns, block chords, polytonality, 
stride piano, and left-hand walking bass. Each invention is 
performed on the CD by Bill Cunliffe. 123 pages.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-22695____
        UPC: 038081231747    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3538-2

Bill Cunliffe

Jazz Keyboard Harmony
By Noah Baerman
This book explains the essentials of jazz harmony in a 
friendly, easy-to-understand manner. A 12-key system is used 
to help you learn each concept in every key. Learn about 
rootless voicings, shell voicings, spread voicings, clusters, and 
how to select which voicings to use. Other topics include ii-V-I 
progressions, dominant chord cycles, “Rhythm Changes,” 
Giant Steps substitutions, thinking in modes, non-diatonic 
progressions and much more.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-19414____
        UPC: 038081183626    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1107-2
Book ........................................ $10.95 00-19413____
        UPC: 038081183619    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1106-5
CD............................................ $10.00 00-19415____
        UPC: 038081183633    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1108-9

Noah Baerman

Jazz Keyboard Toolbox
By Bill Cunliffe
Now you can learn to play jazz keyboard without knowing a 
lot of complicated music theory. This step-by-step method 
uses listening and play-along techniques that make learning 
to play jazz fun and easy, with just enough theory to 
understand the concepts. You will gain a solid knowledge of 
the basic tools needed for accompanying and soloing in any 
jazz setting. A CD is included, so you can play the examples 
and tunes along with a professional jazz band.

Book & CD ............................. $14.95 00-19364____
        UPC: 038081182018    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0726-6

Bill Cunliffe

Strazzatonic Jazz Piano
By Frank Strazzeri
Original jazz piano solos that are a pleasure to perform. 
Intended as an aid to advanced piano players who wish 
to increase their knowledge in technique and harmony. 
Particular emphasis is placed on voicings in 4ths and minor 
11th chords.

Book .......................................... $4.95 00-3330____
        UPC: 038081042602    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2643-4

Frank Strazzeri

ROCK
Complete Rock Keyboard Method: 
Beginning Rock Keyboard
By Joe Bouchard
Anyone with basic keyboard skills (equivalent to Alfred’s Basic 
Piano, Lesson Book 2) can dig right in and begin learning 
rock right away.  Starting with a thourough review of music 
fundamentals and basic rock theory, you will learn the basics 
of rock chords, left-hand patterns, arpeggios, slash chords, 
how to read lead sheets and get started improvising with 
the pentatonic scale.  Other topics include blues-rock, rock 
ballads and an introduction to the modes.  The essential 
starter for any rock keyboardist.  The CD demonstrates 
examples and offers opportunities to play along.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-18436____
        UPC: 038081169651    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-979-9
Book ........................................ $10.95 00-18435____
        UPC: 038081169644    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-978-2
CD............................................ $10.00 00-18437____
        UPC: 038081169668    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2631-1

Joe Bouchard

Complete Rock Keyboard Method: 
Intermediate Rock Keyboard
By Seth Zowader
This book is great for keyboardists who have learned the 
basics of rock chords and soloing.  Beginning with a review 
of concepts and skills covered in Beginning Rock Keyboards, 
this book covers chording and soloing over common rock 
progressions, complex chords, diatonic harmony, basslines, 
arpeggios and much more.  The styles and techniques 
of great rock keyboardists are discussed as well.  Loaded 
with pieces to play, this book is the perfect preparation for 
the advanced rock concepts delivered in Mastering Rock 
Keyboard.  The CD demonstrates examples and offers 
opportunities to play along.

CD............................................ $10.00 00-18440____
        UPC: 038081169699    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2640-3

Seth Zowader

Complete Rock Keyboard Method: 
Mastering Rock Keyboard
By Sheila Romeo
Develop the monster-chops of a great rock keyboardist with 
this conclusion to the only real, step-by-step rock keyboard 
method available today.  Starting with a quick review of 
music fundamentals and theory, this book moves directly 
into advanced techniques and counterpoint exercises.  Learn 
the concepts and techniques used by the great progressive 
rock keyboard virtuosos.  Other topics include odd meters, 
modal interchange, rhythm and groove and the roles of the 
keyboard player in a rhythm section.  Loaded with virtuosic, 
dazzling rock keyboard pieces to learn, this is a major step 
forward in the field of rock keyboard instruction.  The CD 
demonstrates examples and offers opportunities to play 
along.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-18442____
        UPC: 038081169712    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-983-6
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-18441____
        UPC: 038081169705    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-982-9
CD............................................ $10.00 00-18443____
        UPC: 038081169729    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2543-7

Sheila Romeo
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Intro to Rock Keyboard
By Vinnie Martucci
If you know the basics of playing keyboard and have wanted 
to learn to play rock, than this is the book for you.  Examples 
are given in the styles of the great masters.  Step-by-step 
explanations of theory are given to help you improvise.  
Complete songs are included to reinforce new concepts. 
This easy approach to playing rock is a perfect addition to 
traditional piano lessons or great to use on your own.  The 
great-sounding recording demonstrates all the examples and 
gives you a chance to play along.

Book & CD .............................. $17.45 00-14848____
        UPC: 038081139135    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2576-5
Book ...........................................$7.50 00-14847____
        UPC: 038081139128    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2575-8
CD.............................................. $9.95 00-14849____
        UPC: 038081139142    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2577-2

Vinnie Martucci

Learn from the Legends:
Rock Keyboard
By Karen Ann Krieger
Play licks in the style of six legendary rockers while learning 
or reviewing basic music theory, chords, and a wealth of 
techniques.  A CD is available with examples recorded by a 
live band.

Book & CD .............................$20.95 00-18253____
        UPC: 038081172071    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0079-3
Book ........................................ $10.95 00-18252____
        UPC: 038081172064    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0078-6
CD............................................ $10.00 00-18254____
        UPC: 038081172088

Karen Ann Krieger

Rock Keyboard for Beginners
By Robert Brown
Start with cool rock patterns for each hand, then gradually 
progress toward playing chords and melodies using both 
hands together. 48 pages.

Book & Enhanced CD........... $17.50 00-18412____
        UPC: 038081167602    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-924-9
Book ...........................................$7.50 00-18411____
        UPC: 038081167596    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-923-2
Enhanced CD ........................ $10.00 00-18413____
        UPC: 038081167619    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1831-6

Robert Brown

The Total Rock Keyboardist
By Joe Bouchard and Sheila Romeo
This book covers practicing tips, warm-ups, easy-to-
understand theory, discussion of various keyboard 
instruments and their place in music history, left-hand bass 
lines in a variety of styles, tips for improvising melodies and 
keyboard solos, a wide variety of chords, and great songs 
and examples in the styles of innovative rock keyboardists—
present and past. A CD is included with backing tracks to 
make practicing fun and easy.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-26066____
        UPC: 038081282534    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4312-7

Joe Bouchard; Sheila Romeo

Ultimate Beginner Series: Rock
Keyboard Basics, Steps One & Two
By Debbie Cavalier and David Garfield
Take the first step towards experiencing the fun of playing 
rock keyboards. This book & CD will guide you through 
everything you need to know to begin playing rock and 
roll keyboards. Lessons include creating voicings, arranging 
parts, playing chords, scales and modes, playing the blues, 
and improvising. Play-along tracks are provided on CD. 
The DVD features David Garfield, who illustrates the blues 
form, dominant 7th chords, how to select sounds and create 
parts, rock & roll style, and other topics vital to the working 
musician. David also covers minor 7th chords, the Dorian 
mode, musicianship, playing in a band, and improvisation. 
There are performances by an outstanding band to show 
every teaching tip in action.

Steps One & Two 
    Book & CD ........................ $12.9500-UBSBK201CD ___
        UPC: 029156267068    ISBN-13: 978-1-57623-562-1
Steps One & Two 
    DVD.................................... $19.99 00-905009____
        UPC: 654979050094    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-0813-2
Mega Pack:
    Book, CD, & DVD ............$24.95 00-DVD3001____
        UPC: 654979058731    ISBN-13: 978-0-7579-1214-6

David Garfield Debbie Cavalier; David Garfield

Theory/Chords/Reference
100 Tips for Keyboards You Should 
Have Been Told, Part 1
By John Dutton
A complete guide to getting the best music out of your 
instrument. Covers such areas as basic harmony, posture, 
and hand independence, with a guide to rigging up MIDI 
keyboards and how to hook one up to a PC. This book is 
ideal for beginners and advanced players alike.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 64-1844920054____
        UPC: 654979065647    ISBN-13: 978-1-84492-005-1

John Dutton

Alfred’s Teach Yourself Chords 
& Progressions at the Keyboard
By Bert Konowitz
Learn how to build and organize all the traditional jazz 
chords into progressions in every key.  Learn how to comp, 
create new bass rhythms and improvise from chord symbols 
using blues and ii-V progressions.  Also included are unique 
arrangements demonstrating how to play in the style of 
Meade Lux Lewis, Erroll Garner and Bill Evans.

Book & CD ............................. $16.95 00-17239____
        UPC: 038081149998    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0017-5
CD.............................................. $9.95 00-17240____
        UPC: 038081150000    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-2649-6

Alfred’s Teach Yourself 
Keyboard Chords
By Roger Edison
Intended for those who play any keyboard instrument, this 
book presents a practical, easy-to-play approach to all the 
chords used in pop, country, rock, blues, jazz, gospel and 
folk music. Chords are clearly described and spelled out, with 
easy-to-understand fingerings and diagrams that show you 
how to play the chord immediately.

Book ........................................ $10.95 00-6592____
        UPC: 038081019369    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-691-0

Roger Edison

Theory/Chords/Reference
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Basix Keyboard Chord Dictionary 
The Basix Keyboard Chord Dictionary provides the notation, 
fingering and keyboard diagrams for all of the important 
chords used in today’s popular music.  Features photos of the 
great pop keyboard players.

Book & CD ............................... $9.50 00-14750____
        UPC: 038081135021    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-716-0

Basix Scales, Chords 
& Arpeggios for Keyboard
By Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and 
Amanda Vick Lethco
The Basix book of Scales, Chords and Arpeggios provides 
all you need to develop a great technique at the keyboard!  
Includes all the major, minor and chromatic scales, plus 
chords and cadences for all keys.  The CD provides an 
accompaniment for every exercise.

Book & CD ..............................$11.95 00-14916____
        UPC: 038081148090    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-741-2

Willard A. Palmer; Morton Manus; Amanda Vick Lethco

Keyboard Chord Chart
Now students can have over 100 of the most useful chords 
right at their fingertips. All the basic chords in every key are 
shown in standard music notation and as an easy-to-read 
piano keyboard diagram with correct fingerings. Also included 
is a clear explanation of chord inversions.

Fold-out chart.......................... $3.50 00-17853____
        UPC: 038081159577    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0743-3

Keyboard Poster
Castalia Communications’ posters have been putting answers 
up on the walls for generations of musicians.  The Keyboard 
poster is a beautiful work of educational art which makes 
visualizing and applying the principles of harmony as easy 
as do-re-mi. The easy-to-use music theory on the poster 
applies to piano, organ, synthesizers, and all other keyboard 
instruments

Poster...................................... $9.95 87-31335____
        UPC: 038081334493    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5513-7

Piano Chord Dictionary 
By Morton Manus
This Handy Guide shows the notation, fingering and 
keyboard diagrams for all the important chords used in 
modern popular music.  Only the most practical position 
of each chord is shown.  Two bass notes are given for each 
chord.  Major, minor, diminished, augmented, sixth chords, 
seventh chords, ninth chords, eleventh chords and thirteenth 
chords are clearly shown.  Includes a chord chart and major 
scale chart.

Handy Guide ........................... $5.50 00-285____
        UPC: 038081010397    ISBN-13: 978-0-88284-154-0

Morton Manus

The Pocket Idiot’s Guide
to Piano Chords
By Karen Berger
This compact pocket-size guide teaches you how to play 
piano the quick and easy way! Learn how to play popular 
songs without reading complex musical notation. Topics 
covered include chords, scales, pattern progressions, reading 
lead sheets and much more!

Book ........................................ $12.95 74-1592574599____
        UPC: 021898574596    ISBN-13: 978-1-59257-459-9

Karen Berger

The Pro Keyboardist’s Handbook
By Jon Dryden
If you dream of having a career as a professional keyboard 
player, then this book is for you! Professional performer 
and studio musician Jon Dryden offers advice on playing 
the keyboard and surviving in the music business. 
Covering everything from getting into a band and touring 
to songwriting, choosing sounds and playing great solos, 
this comprehensive guide is the ultimate reference for any 
aspiring professional keyboardist. You’ll be coming back to 
this useful reference book for years to come.

Book & CD ............................. $19.95 00-19429____
        UPC: 038081184623    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1128-7
Book .......................................... $9.95 00-19428____
        UPC: 038081184616    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1126-3
CD............................................ $10.00 00-19430____
        UPC: 038081184630    ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-1127-0
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